PRIVACY POLICY
This Policy combined with our terms and conditions forms the ‘User Agreement’ of this
website (rei.network). Please ensure that you read the Terms and Conditions in conjunction
with this policy.This privacy policy describes how and why we obtain, store and process data
which can identify you.
The rei network website (“Website”) and its related software, products and services
(collectively, the“Services”) use cookies to gather User data to support Website analytics,
improve the Website performance and enhance your User experience. This policy (the
“Policy”) describes what cookies are and how they're being used by rei network website
(“Website” or “Service”). Please read this Policy and all its terms and conditions carefully. By
accessing and using the Website and Services you agree to be bound by this Policy.
You have the right to choose whether or not to accept cookies. However, please note that if
you choose to refuse cookies you may not be able to use the full functionality of our
Websites and Services. Most browsers allow you to change your cookie settings.

1.What are Cookies?
Cookies are small text files containing information which are downloaded to your computer
or mobile devices when websites are loaded in a browser. Cookies are widely used to
improve Website performance and enhance User experience as well as to retrieve and
retain customer preferences, either for a single visit (through a "session cookie") or for
multiple repeat visits (using a "persistent cookie")

2. How does rei network use Cookies?
Rei network uses cookies to:
●

Track Website traffic and usage;

●

Monitor the performance of the Websites and Services;

●

Allow us to customize and enhance your online experience

3. What Cookies does rei.network use?
Essential Cookies allow you to access the features and services available through the
Website. You cannot access services without these cookies.
Functionality Cookies allow us to operate the Website and Services and customize it in
accordance with the choices you make. Functionality cookies include location, settings [text,
layout], store accessibility options,language and currency preferences.
Performance / Analytics Cookies collect aggregated data to analyze how the Websites
and Services are accessed, used, and are performing.
Social Media Cookies are anonymous cookies used by third parties that provide
applications to track the performance and to customize their applications for you. For
example, when you share an article using a social media sharing button on our Websites
(e.g., Twitter), the social network that has created the clickable button will record that you
have done this. We cannot access these cookies nor can the third parties access the data in
cookies used by us. Some pages on our Websites may also contain embedded content,
such as video content from YouTube, that may set their own cookies.

4.Changes and Amendments to this Cookie Policy
We reserve the right to modify this Policy or its terms at our discretion. Any updated version
of this Policy will be effective immediately upon the posting of the revised Policy unless
otherwise specified. We will also post a notice on the Website if we make any material
changes in the way we collect, use, or share the information held in the Website cookies.

5.Contact Us
If you have any questions, concerns, or complaints regarding this Policy or the use of
Cookies, we encourage you to contact us at support@rei.network.
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